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Using results of Miiller and Goldston and Mewborn we define a topology on Spec R which makes 
the standard presheaf construction a sheaf, and for which the stalks are semilocal classical 
localizations of R when R is FBN with enough clans The mGn underlying concept is that of stable 
torsion, the lattice-theoretic properties of which are investigated. 
1. Introduction 
As a general reference we refer to Stenstrom [9]. Throughout the paper R will be a 
right noetherian ring. Let Spec R = X be the set of isomorphism classes of indecorn- 
posable injective right R-modules, and for each x E X let E, be a fixed represen- 
tative from x. If 0( = open sets) is any topology on X, then the following canonical 
construction of a presheaf of rings on X can be made (see [ 11): for U E 0 we let Rv be 
the quotient ring of R with respect to the torsion theory cogenerated by II, E ~I E,. 
The maps Ru + Rv for U 3 V are then the canonical ones given by localization 
theory. The properties of this presheaf depend to an extent on the lattice properties 
of torsion theories. The ones pertaining to this work, some of them well known, are 
discussed in Section 2. 
Choosing the proper topology 0 has been problematic (see [2]). One would like e;‘ 
to have the following properties: 
(1) It agrees with the usual Zariski topology when R is commutative. 
(2) The canonical presheaf is a sheaf. 
(3) The stalks are easy to compute and simpler than R. 
(4) X is compact. 
Recently, Goldston and Mewborn [3] constructed a topology which satisfies (1; 
and (2). Indeed, their work shows that a large class of topologies satisfy the sheaf 
condition. The basic concept involved in this fact is that of a stable torsion theory. In 
Section 3 we study the lattice properties of stable theories. 
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If R is both right and left FBN (fully bounded noetherian), then the right and left 
spectrum of R each coincides with the set of prime ideals of R. However, the right 
and left Goldston-Mewborn topologies may still be different. Using results of Miiller 
[6,7] on localization theory, we find in Section 4 a topology which is right-left 
symmetric, and for which we can extend the list of properties to include (3), provided 
the ring has enough clctssical localizations. Unfortunately, we can shed no light on the 
compactness question. 
2. The lattice of torsion theories 
Let 9 be the set of torsion theories of R. If r E 9, let T,, F,, t,, and R, be the torsion 
class, torsionfree class, radical, and quotient ring of R with respect o T, respectively. 
9 is a complete lattice under the following definitions of meet and join: if {T~,}c 9, 
then An ra: is defined by the torsionfree class riI* F,, and Va TV is 
torsion class na! Tra. This lattice has been studied in [l] and [8], but with the 
definition of A and V interchanged. It is distributive, and Boolean if and only if R is 
semi-artinian. Note that UF7_ c FATa, IJTra c TA,,, and for all 1M E Mod-R, 
tv,(M) = nF&w) and FA,(M) 3 UF~~(M), and that the containments may be 
strict. 
Given a E 9 we can define a subset U, of X as follows: 
U7 = {x E X ) E, is 7-torsionfree}. 
Then the association TW LJr defines a map from 3 to P(X), the Boolean algebra of 
all subsets of X. Since 7 is c-Dgenerated byfl {E, )x E Ut), UT uniquely determines 7, 
so this map is an embedding. The following additional properties are well known and 
easy to show. 
osition 1. Let (7,) c 9 be arbitrary. Then 
(4 UA** = fM,- 
(W UK_ = UvT,x, with equality if (I=~) is a finite set. 
Proposition 1 shows that the embedding 5++(X) is a lattice embedding. 
However, while 3 is a complete lattice, the embedding needn’t be a priori one of 
complete lattices, because of the finiteness restriction in (b). An obvious necessary .
condition for this to happen is that meet commutes with arbitrary joins. This is, 
however, also sufficient: 
The following conditions are equivalent 
(a) The map 7 ++ U7 is ayt embedding of complete lattices. 
(b) o~(V,r~)=v, (aA7,) forallm,raEY. 
a (b) 3(a). We must show that, given (b), Uv7_ = IJ&, for any set (7,)~ 9. 
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Suppose x E Z&, - [Ju.,,. Then E, is VT&orsionfree, but t,,(&) + 0 for all CY. Let 
0 f M c: E., be monoform (in the sense of [4]). Then also tra (M) # @ for all CY. But then 
M/&(M) is TX-torsion for all cy, where rx is the torsion theory cogenerated by Ex. 
Hence 1M is (7, A TX )-torsion for all (x, so 1M is V(T~ h Tr)- torsion. 0n the other 
hand, is TX-torsionfree and by assumption VTa-torsion free, so n/r is rx A (v7a j- 
torsionfree, contradicting (b). 
Raynaud [S, Theorem 3.31 has found a number of other equivalent conditions to 
Proposition 2(b). However, we do not know of a ring which does not satisfy the 
conditions of Proposition 2, though it seems likely that such should exist. As 
Raynaud remarks, right FBN rings do satisfy the conditions. 
Given any U c X, ?we may also associate to U the torsion theory cogenerated by 
fl{& 1 x E U}. We will sometimes write TV, p;;/. tu, and WU for the torsion class, 
torsionfree class, radical, and quotient ring of R of this torsion theory. If U is in the 
image of 9, i.e. U = U7 for some 7 E Z, then we may use U or r interchangeably 
without ambiguity. Flor convenience, we will call such sets) T-sets. 
3. The lattice of stabde torsion theories 
A torsion theory 7 E Y is stable if its torsion class is closed under essential 
extensions. We note that, since R is right noetherian, T is stable if and only if for all 
x E X, E, is either r-torsion or 7- torsionfree [ 1, Proposition 11.31. We remark also 
that if R is commutative, all torsion theories are stable, and [9, Theorem VII.4.41 
gives a characterization of when all torsion theories of an FBN ring are stable. We 
write 3” for the set of all stable torsion theories. 
Proposition 3. 9 is a complete sublattice of 3, and the embedding T c-) U, of Section 2 
embeds 9 as a complete sublattice of P(X). 
Proof. [ 11, Proposition 11.6 shows that 9 is closed under joins. Let (7,) c Y. We 
want to show that l\~<~ E x Suppose that E, is not 1\~~ -torsionfree for x E X Then E, 
is not Ta-torsion free for some a. Hence E, is ra-torsion, and so also ATa- torsion. 
Thus Ara E x To show the second statement, we must show that UU~~ =E: UVT~ for 
(7,) c Y. Suppose that x E Uvr_ - UU& Then EZ is not rcl- torsionfree for all cy, so E, 
is r=torsion for all cy, so E, is V7,-torsion, a contradiction. 
If U c X is in the image of Y’, i.e. U = U.. for some T E 9, then we call U a stable 
T-set. 
U c Xis a stable T-set if and only iffor all x E X, Horn (E,, E,.) + 0 for 
some y E U implies x E U. 
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roof, If U = V, is a stable T-set, then Horn@,, .EY) # 0 for y E U implies .E, is not 
T-torsion, so E, is T- torsionfree, and so x E U. Conversely, if T is the torsion theory 
cogenerated by n{EX 1 x E U}, then U = U, since if E, is 7=torsionfree, then 
Horn@,, E,,) # 0 for some y E U Clearly 7 is also stable. 
heorem 5. (a) Let {ra} c 9’ be downward directed. Then 
Rkx = lim, R, 
(b) Let (7,-J c 9’be upward directed. Then 
roof. (a) Set Ua = U7,. Then the statement is Rnu,_, = l*a RUp. Set V = nUI. For 
all CY there is a canonical map Rum + R v, since V c V,. Suppose new that M is an 
R-module and Rrtp 
fa 
- M is a family of R-module maps such that whenever 
Up c U, the diagram 
commutes. We wish to define a map f : RV 44 such that for all cy the diagram 
commutes. Suppose q : D -) R/tv(R) represents an element of Rv, where D is 
V-dense. Let 
be decompositions of the injective hulls of R and R/D into indecomposables. Since 
V is stable, we may assume that E,,, . . . , E,, are V-torsion and EXk+l, . . . 9 &are 
V- torsionfree. Note that also Eyl . , . , & are V-torsion. Hence 
Xl,. * . 9 xk, yl, l . . , y,,& V, so there exist Sr,,, .‘. . , U&, U&, . . . , Up, with XiE U& 
for all i, and yi& Uoj for all i. directedness, there exists a Q, c (n&,) n (nU&). 
Then E,,, . . . , E,,, Eyl, . . . , torsion, so t&R) = t 
&dense, so q represents an el Let the image of q in 
u, via the isomorphism. 
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(b) Again in terms of stable T-sets, we must show that k?uu ==lim, 
W=uUa. Then there exist canonical maps 
suppose that there are ring maps S A R 
u, for all a. Lei S La ring, an+ 
u,, for all a! such that V, 3 & gives a 
commutative diagram 
We must construct a ring map S + Rw such that all the diagrams 





commr:;te. Using the notation of the proof of (a), suppose that E,,, . . . , E,, are 
W- torsionfree and EJ:k+I, . . . , E,,, are W-torsion. Then there exists a U,. with 
Xl , . . . , xk E t?, and A:k+r, . . . , x,, g V,. Hence t&R) = tu_(R). Let s E S, and let 
qp : Dp + R/t,,(R) represent f@(s) for all ~3 with U, =r U,. Snce tuJR) = t&(R) for 
all such p, by the commutativity of the diagrams, the qfl define a q : UDo + R/t&R). 
Now D = UDO is Ug’dense for all p, so D is W-dense. Define the image of s in RIP 
to be q. Clearly this is well-defined. We leave it to the reader to show that this is a ring 
homomorphism. 
We state now the result of Goldston and Mewborn in the lform we will use it. 
Theorem 6 ([3]). If 6 is a topology on X = Spec R such that Oconsists of stable T-sets, 
then the canonical presheaf on X (see Section ;I ) is a sheaf. 
Corollary 7. If 6’consists of stable T-sets, the stalk of the canonical sheaf on Xat x E X 
isRv, where V=(~(U/XEUEO’). 
We remark that Theorem S(b) follows from Theorem 6 as well, since the section 
functor turns colimits into limits. We have preferred giving a direct proof. 
rings 
Throughout this section R will be a right and left fully bounded noethcrian ring. 
We identify X = Spec R with the set of prime ideals of R via the correspondence 
c--3 P, = Ass(E,), for x E X The same may also be done for the left spectrum of 
; we write J??: for the in ecomposable injective !ieft -module corresponding to Px. 
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If S is a semiprime ideal of R, then we may write S as an irredundant intersection of 
incomparable prime ideals: S = nY= 1 P,,, and we may consider S to be the subset 
{x1,. l ’ 3 x,} of X. Hence, by our previous conventions, 7s and Rs are unamibguously 
defined. 
We recall the main results of [6] and [7]. The classical S are disjoint unions of 
minimal classical sets, called clans. Each prime ideal belongs to at most one clan. The 
clans S are characterized by the properties that they are finite, all R/Px for x E S have 
the same Krull dimension k, and for any y E X with K- dim R/P,, = k and either 
Hom(E,, EJ # 0 or Hom(E:, E’,) # 0 for some x E S we must have y E S. R is said to 
have enough clans if every x E X is contained in a clan. 
In addition, we single out the following useful results, which will be used in the 
proof of Proposition 10. For any 7 E 9 and x E X, P, is either r-dense or T-closed. In 
particular, for 7 = TS, S a clan, P, is S-closed if and only if P, c Pv for some y E S [6, p. 
601). Also, given two clans S and T, 7s ~+fandonlyifU(P,Ix~S}cU(P,,jy~T} 
if and only if P, c P,, for some x E S and y E T [6, Proof of Theorem 51. . 
Definition. Let x, y E X. We say that x is linked to y, written x =+ -c) y, if there exist 
Xl, l l ’ 9 X~EX with x1=x, x,,= y, and for all i either Hom(E,,, Exi+l) # 0 or 
Hom(E:, EkiYI) # 0. 
Now define a topology as follows: for x EX set 
C(x)={y 4x +“*y), 
and for S a finite subset, set C(S) = UC(x) 1 x E S}. Then the C(S) form a base for 
the closed sets of a topology on X. Write U(S) =X - C(S) for the basic open sets. 
Proposition 8. The open sets are right and left stable T-sets. 
Proof. We show that U(S) is a right stable T-set. The proof on the left is the 
same. Suppose y E U(S) and Hom(E,, E,,) # 0 for some x E X By Proposition 4 
we must show that x E U(S). Suppose not. Then x E C(S), so there is a y% S with 
y’-c* 4x. But then also y’+ -)y, so y E C(S)nU(S) = 0, a contradition. Since 
every open set is a union of sets of the form U(S), Proportion 3 now completes 
the proof. 
Lemma 9. Let x E X, and set V = n{ U 1 x E U and U is open). Then Vis the smallesi 
right and left stable T-set containing x. 
roof. V is a right and left stable T-set by Propositions 8 and 3. Suppose W is a right 
and left stable T-set containing x, and suppose y E V - W. Then C(y)n W = 0, since 
if y 4 4 z, z E W, we would have y E W by Proposition 4. Thus we have x E 
WC U(y), and yg U(y), so y& V, a contradiction. 
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Proposition 10. Suppose R has enough clans. Then 7s is a stable torsion theory for 
every clan S. 
f. Let x E X, and suppose E, is not S-torsionfree, where S = {yr, . . . , y,,} c X is 
aclan. Let T ={x =x1, ,. . , x,~} be the clan of x. Since E,, is not S-torsionfree, pXl is 
not S-closed. Hence P,, is S-dense. Suppose that some Px, is S-closed. Then Px, = P,,j 
for some j, and this implies that rT < 7s. But then E,, is S-torsionfree, a contradiction. 
Hence all Pxi are S-dense, so T = (-):=I Px, is S-dense. But T is classical, so every 
element of E,, is annihilated by a power of T. Hence E,, = E, is S-torsion. 
Theorem 11. Suppose R has enough clans. Then the stalk of the canonical sheaf with 
respect to the above topology is the clmsical localization R,s at the clan S of x. 
Proof. Let V = {x E X 1 I?, is S-torsionfree} = {x E X 1 P, c IJYEs PY}. Then TV = rs, 
so by Proposition 10 V is right stable. By construction it is also a T-set. By Lemma 9, 
V = n{ U 1 x E U, U open}. By Corollary 7, the stalk is Rv = Rs. 
5. Remarks 
(a) Let R be FBN with enough clans, and let x E X have clan S. Then C(x) = C(S), 
Suppose y E C(x), so there exist x =x1,. . . , xn = y with Horn&., Ex,+l) Z 0 or 
Hom(&, E:,,,) # 0 for each i. Then Pxi is closed in the torsion theory of the clan of 
Pxi+* for each i. It follows that C(x) = {y E X 1 Px c 1 J{Pz 1 z E clan of y)}. Hence if all 
prime ideals of R are classical, C(x) = {y E X I Px c Py). This shows that our topology 
coincides with the Zariski topology in the commutative case. 
(b) Note that for R FBN with enough clans, the open sets fail to distinguish 
between points in the same clan. Hence we may as well have taken Spec R to be the 
set of clans. If R is module-finite over its center, then R is FBN wit!h enough clans. 
Making the above identification, we obtain the sheaf re:presentation over the center 
described in [S]. The identification of the topologies follows from’the going-up 
theorem. 
(c) Gne should not expect too much from this sheaf representation. For instance, 
if N = the nilpotent radical of R, R FBN, then Spec J;z’ = Spec R/N as sets, but the 
topologies may be different [7]. However, Spec R/N + Spec R is at least continuous. 
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